relexa hotel Duesseldorf/Ratingen
Berliner Straße 95-97
40880 Ratingen
Phone: +49 2102 458 0

Duesseldorf-Ratingen@relexa-hotel.de

Location and Directions by car, train or plane
Short distances
From the highway A52 Duesseldorf/Essen, exit
Ratingen/Kaiserswerth there are only a few hundred meters
up to the hotel. The relexa hotel Airport is connected with the
airport, the exhibition centre and the cross Ratingen-Ost
through the highway A44, cross Duesseldorf-Nord.
From Dusseldorf city you can reach the relexa hotel Airport
by taxi in a quarter of an hour, from the Airport Dusseldorf
it takes only 5 minutes by car.
The exhibition center Essen is located half an hour away and
to the exhibition center Cologne you drive about 45 minutes.
Airport Dusseldorf (DUS): 3 km
Main station Dusseldorf: 15 km
Railway station Airport: 3 km
City centre: 15 km
Fair Dusseldorf & stadium: 6 km
Fair Essen: 21 km
Fair Cologne: 50 km
Highways A52, A44 and A3: 1 – 4 km

By car
From the highway A 52 Duesseldorf/Essen,
exit Ratingen/Kaiserswerth, there are only
a few hundred meters up to the hotel.
The relexa hotel Airport is connected with
the airport, the exhibition centre and the
cross Ratingen-Ost through the highway
A44, cross Duesseldorf-Nord.
From Dusseldorf: At the end of the exit turn right at the traffic light ("Broichhofstraße"), next traffic light turn left
("Berliner Straße"). The hotel is located on the right side after 200 meters.
From Essen: At the end of the exit turn left at the traffic light ("Kaiserswerther Straße"). Turn right after the bridge,
at the 2nd traffic light turn left into "Berliner Straße".
From direction Cologne/Frankfurt: A3 until highway cross Ratingen Ost (exit 17), A44 direction Dusseldorf until
cross Duesseldorf Nord, A52 direction Essen, take the first exit Ratingen/Kaiserswerth.
From direction Moenchengladbach: A52 direction Dusseldorf Airport and continue direction Essen,
exit Ratingen/Kaiserswerth.
From direction Dortmund: A40 direction Essen, in Essen A52 direction Dusseldorf, exit Ratingen/Kaiserswerth.

By train
By train you can reach our beautiful city very easy.
Please use the train station "Airport" as your exit.
We are situated only 5 minutes by taxi from the airport-train station.
You have a direct connection with the bus "759/760". From the bus stop "Brandenburger Strasse" you have to walk about
50 meters around the building, you are now facing the hotel entrance.

i

Book our Event Ticket with the "Deutsche Bahn" (german train) - this allows you travelling for 99 € per person
(return journey) across Germany!

By plane
From the Airport Dusseldorf it takes only a few minutes by car. Cab fare is approx. € 13,- bis 18,- depending on traffic. Or take the
bus 759 to the stop "Brandburger Straße". From there you have to walk about 50 meters around the building, you are now
facing the hotel entrance.

...pleasant journey!

